This job is no longer active as we are not recruiting any new
members at the moment.

Content Reviewer (Inactive)
Number of Positions

Job Category

Posted Date

Location

5

Medical Education /
Anatomy

Ongoing

Remote

More information about this job
Anatomy/histology Expert. Detail oriented perfectionist. Great eye for spotting mistakes.
We want YOU!
Do you hold a degree in anatomy, histology or related sciences? Can you commit to at least 20
hours of work per week?
We are looking for detail-oriented anatomy/histology-related major graduates to review our
Kenhub Anatomy, Physiology and Histology articles, video scripts and various other content
before they are published. You would be making sure that the terms and concepts explained are
accurate and easy to understand. You will proofread for grammar and spelling mistakes if there
is a need.
Join us in the crusade to revolutionise medical education - making anatomy and histology fun,
efficient and easy, accessed anywhere, anytime.
Skills/Requirements:
●
●
●

Hold a degree in anatomy, histology or related science
Detail-oriented and great eye for spotting mistakes
Ability to commit at least 20 hours per week

Our Ideal Candidate:
Is able to work independently and thrives by achieving set goals Once you are confident in
what you need to do, you can run with it and don’t need a lot of direction. You are able to
succinctly report your progress on a weekly basis. You are outcome-oriented and get a buzz
from achieving your goals. That said, you are not on an island. You’ll get help and support from
the team and be part of our Kenhub family.
Is an exceptional communicator You know how to speak up about your ideas, concerns and
suggestions. You are don’t take offense to constructive feedback and understand not to take
things personally. You are efficient and smooth in your conversations.
Is creative, driven and action-oriented You’re ambitious and you get things done. You’re a
do-er and a go-getter. When you see potential for things to improve, you think outside the box.
Is a believer of technology driven education You are dying to see medical education move
forward in its method of teaching to catch up to today’s technology. You relate to the pain and
sorrow of carrying textbooks that makes studying confined to a desk. You understand that for
students, they have little time to spare and every minute counts.
Is fun and easy-going As our team works remotely from each other, it is important for you to be
open and to not take things too seriously. You’re chilled like chilli bin in stressful situations yet
still laser-focussed on your tasks. You don’t have to be a joke master (these positions are highly
competitive at Kenhub) but you know how to have a good laugh.

How to apply
Sign up and check out our illustrations: https://www.kenhub.com
Tell us in your cover letter how you are our ideal candidate, what about Kenhub appeals to you,
about your degree (your degree performance) and any past experience in reviewing articles.
Send your CV and Cover Letter to student.jobs@kenhub.com quoting reference number KHSJ
00 CR.
Feel free to contact us if you have any questions. We don’t bite, we are a friendly bunch.

